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ABSTRACT 
Let A, B be n X n matrices with entries in an algebraically closed field F of 
characteristic zero, and let C-AB- BA. It is shown tbat if C has rank two and 
A 'Bkk is nilpotent for 0 < i, i < n - 1, 1 < k < 2, then A, B are simultaneously tri- 
angularizable over F. An example is given to show that this result is in some sense 
best possible. 
Let A,B be n X n matrices with entries in an algebraically closed field F. 
A well-known result of McCoy states that there exists a nonsingular matrix T 
over F such that T-‘AT, T-‘BT are both (upper) triangular if and only if 
p(A, B)(AB - BA) is nilpotent for all polynomials p(x, y) in the noncommut- 
ing indeterminates x, y over F. 
Let C = AB - BA. If C = 0, this condition is clearly satisfied and we have 
shown in [4, Theorem (1.4)] that it is also satisfied if C has rank one and F 
has characteristic zero or greater than n. This restriction on the characteris- 
tic has been removed by Guralnick [2]. However, the general problem of 
replacing McCoy’s conditions by a “small” finite set of conditions is in 
general unsolved. See [4] for references to the known results. Unlike the case 
of C of rank one, it is possible to generate the full matrix algebra M,(F) of 
n X n matrices over F by a pair A, B with C of rank two, (see Gaines [l] am’ 
also [4, (l.S)]). In this paper, we examine the case of C of rank two. The case 
where C2 - 0 is the most difficult case to deal with. It seems likely that in 
solving the general problem, the case C2=0 will also pose major difficulties. 
Our result. is 
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THEOREM. Let A, B be n X n matrices over an algebraically closed field 
F of characteristic zero, and let C= AB - BA. Assume 
(1) C has rank two, and 
(2) A’BiCkisnilpotentforO<i,j<n-1, l<k<2. 
Then A,B are simultaneously triangularizable over F. 
If C has rank one, then the results of the author [4, Theorem (1.4)] or 
Guralnick [2] show that hypothesis (2) may be deleted. 
Before beginning the proof, we outline the general idea. We first show 
that in proving the result by induction on n, we may reduce to the case 
where A, B generate the full matrix algebra M,,(F). [Of course, in that 
situation, the aim is to get a contradiction from the assumption that C has 
rank two, since if A,B are simultaneously triangularizable and generate 
M,,(F), then n = 1 and AB = BA.] The difficult case arises when C2 = 0. If the 
theorem fails, CMC#O for some monomial M in A, B. We choose an (in a 
certain sense) “shortest” such monomial M. Again CMCNCZO for some 
monomial N in A, B, and we choose a “shortest” such monomial N. Using an 
identity (the content of the proposition) and a number of trace calculations, 
based on the “shortness” of (M, N), we eventually find that tr CMCN= 0, and 
this is sufficient to give a contradiction. 
We need the following identity. 
PROPOSITION. Let A, B be n X n matrices, and let C= AB - BA. Then 
s-l r-l 
A’B”= BSA’+ x x @A’-‘-‘CAiBS-1-f 
j=O i=O 
for all r > 1, s > 1. 
Proof. 
A’B”=A’-‘(AB)B”-’ 
=A’-l(BA+C)B”-’ 
= . . . 
=BA’B”-l+CA’-lB”-‘+ACA’-2BS-l+. . . +A’-‘CB”-1 
r-1 
=BA’B”-‘+ x A’CAT-‘-‘BS-1. 
i=O 
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Using induction on s, we may assume 
s-2 r-1 
A~Bs-~=Bs-~A~+ 2 2 Bh’-‘-‘CA’BS-j-2. 
j=o i=o 
The result follows. n 
The hypotheses of the next lemma are satisfied by several configurations 
which arise in the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA. Let C, X, Y be n X n matrices mm a field F satisfying 
(i) Chasrank2andC2=0, 
(ii) CX,CY afe nilpotent. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) CXCYC = 0, 
(b) CXCY is nilpotent, 
(c) tr CXCY = 0 (where tr U denotes the trace of U). 
Zf (i), (ii), (a) hold, and CXCZ 0, then there exists a E F with (NC= aCXC. 
Proof. Clearly (a) implies (b) implies (c), 
(a). Suppose (c) holds. We may assume that 
where Z is the identity 2 X 2 matrix. Let 
x=[ ;;:q, Y=[ 
We will show that (c) implies 
y y12 11 
y 21 1 y22 ’ 
where X2,, Y21 are 2 X 2 matrices. Then 
cx=[ ?l 21, CY=[ ;I y. 
Hypothesis (ii) implies that X 21, Y2i are nilpotent, and (c) implies that 
~x2lyzl= 0. We now show that X,,Y,, = 0. This is certainly so if X2, = 0. 
Suppose X2i # 0. There exists a nonsingular matrix T over F such that 
T-‘X,,T= ’ ’ 
[ 1 0 0’
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Since tr X,, Y,, = 0, we have ysi =0, and then, since Y,, is nilpotent, yii= yzz 
-0 and T-‘Y,,T= ylz T - ‘X2,T. Finally, putting Z,, = X,,Y,, we have 
cxc,=[; “d’][ 8 ;]=o. 
Thus (a) holds. 
Since 
and CYC= 0 y21 [ 1 0 0’ 
CYC= y&XC if cxczo. H 
We now prove the theorem when C2 = 0. Let @ be the algebra generated 
by A,& and regard the space F” of row n-tuples over F as a right &-module. 
Suppose F” is reducible. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix T and an 
integer r with 1 < r < 12 such that 
T-lAT= A11 ’ 
[ 1 A21 A22 ’ 
where A,,,B,, are r~ r matrices and A,,B,, are (n - r) X (n - T) matrices. 
We may assume that T is the identity matrix. Then 
c= Cl1 0 
[ I c c,’ 21 
where Cii = Ai,Bii- BiiAii (i= 1,2). 
Note that Cii has rank at most two and that the pair A,*,& inherits all the 
other hypotheses of the theorem. If Cii has rank less than two, then, as 
pointed out above, Aii,Bi, are simultaneously triangularizable, while if Cii has 
rank two, we may use induction on n to conclude that Aii,Bii are simulta- 
neously triangularizable (i = 1,2). But then A,B are simultaneously tri- 
angularizable, as claimed. Hence we may assume from now on that F” is an 
irreducible @-module. So & is simple, and hence @ = M,,(F), since F is 
algebraically closed. 
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SUPPOSE that CAPB W = 0 for all p > 0, q > 0. Then 
CAPBqA = CAPB@(BA) 
= CA”Bq- ‘(AB - C) 
= CAPBq-‘AB 
=... 
= CAP+‘Bq. 
Using induction, we thus see that if M is any monomial in A, B, then 
CM = CAPBq for some p > 0, q > 0. Hence CMC = 0. Since the monomials M 
span @ = M,(F), this implies that C%(F) C = 0 and thus C = 0. Hence we 
may now assume 
(I) CAPBWZO for some p > 0, q > 0. 
We now define a total m&r on the set of .pairs ( p, q) of nonnegative 
integers. We write (p,, qJ < ( p,, q2) if either q1 <q2 or q1 = q2 and p, <p2. 
Among all pairs ( p, q) satisfying (I), let (u, u) be the minimum. Note that 
u <n, u <n by the Hamilton-Cayley theorem. 
Suppose that CA “B”CAPBQC= 0 for all p > 0, q > 0. Then as above, we 
find that CA “B”CMC= 0 for all mbnomials M in .A, B, and hence that 
CA “B”C = 0, contrary to our choice of (u, u). Hence we have 
(II) CA”B”CAPBQC#O for some p > 0, q > 0. 
Among all pairs ( p, q) satisfying (II), let (r,s) be the minimum. Note that 
(u,u)<(r,s) and that O<r, s<n-1. 
We now prove 
(III) CAPBQC=aCA”B”C for some ~EF if (p,q)<(r,s). 
To see this, note that by minimal&y of (r, s), 
CA “B “CA PB qC = 0. 
Note that X = A “B”, Y = APBq satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma and 
CXC# 0. By the lemma, there exists a E F such that CYC = &XC. 
As a consequence, we have 
(IV) CAb”‘CAhBkc=O if (Z+h,m+k)<(u+r,u+s). 
This certainly holds if (h, k) < ( u,u or (Z,m)<(u,u). Suppose (h,k)>(u,u) ) 
and (2, m) > (u, u). Then, since (2 + h, m + k) < (u + r, u + s), we have (h, k) < 
(r,s) and (I, m) < (T, s). So, by (III), CA hBkC= aCA”B”C, CA’BT= 
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bCA”B”C for some a, b E F. Since CA “B" is nilpotent, CAUBTA”B”C = 0. So 
(IV) follows, 
We now prove 
(V) CAhBkc=CBkAhC if (h,k)<(u+r,o+s). 
Suppose that (V) fails, and let (h, k) be the minimum pair for which it fails. 
Applying the proposition, we get 
k-l h-l 
AhBk,BkAh+ 2 x B’Ah-l-iCA$k-1-i. 
i-0 i=o 
Multiply by C on the left and right. Note that for all pairs (h - 1 - i, j) 
occurring on the right hand side, (h-l- i,j)<(h,k). So CBiAh-‘-‘C= 
CAh-‘-‘BIC. Hence we get 
k-l h-l 
Again (h-l,k-l)<(u+ T, v + s), and hence (IV) implies all the terms in 22 
are zero. This proves (V). 
We now come to the difficult part of the proof. 
Find step. Apply the proposition with (r, s) replaced by (r + u + 1, k) for 
ltk<s+v+l. We get 
k-l r+u 
A r+u+lBk=BkAr+t‘+l+ 2 x BjA’+“-iCAiBk-l-ia (k) 
j=CJ i=O 
Multiplying (k) on the left by C and on the right by Bs+“+‘-‘, we get 
k-l r+u 
CAT+U+~~S+O+~= CBkAr+u+lgs+v+l-k 
+x E&A r+U-iCAigS+V-i. 
j-0 i=o 
Note that (r+u-_,j)d(r+u,s+v), so, by (V), CBfA”“-‘C=CAr’u-iBfC. 
Hence (k)’ becomes 
k-l r+u 
CA r+U+lBS+V+l= cBkAr+u+lBS+V+l-k + x 2 ,I+,-,j,,i,S+O-j_ 
j=o i=() 
(k)” 
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Now CA’+U-‘BjC=Oif (T+u-i,j)<(~,u) and CA’IV+“-jC=Oif (i,s+u- 
j) < (UP u). 
Suppose (T+u-i,j)>(~,u) and (i,s+u-i)>(u,u). If (r+u-i,j)<(r,s) 
and (i,s+ u-i)< (r,s), then (III) implies that CAr+“-iBjC= uCA~B~C and 
CA’Bs+“-iC= WA”Bt% for some a,b E F, and thus that CA’+“-‘Bi 
CAf13s+“-iC=0. Hence ah terms in 212 on the right hand side of (k)” are 
nilpotent except those for which either (r + u - i, j) > (r, s) and (i, s + u - j) > 
(u,u) or (r+u-i,j)>(u,u) and (i,s+u-j)>(r,s). But the only possible 
terms satisfying these conditions are the terms with (i, /) = (u, u) and (i, j) = 
(r, s). Suppose k < u. Then (i, j) = (u, u) does not occur in the expansion (k)” 
and hence all terms in ZZ are nilpotent. 
Suppose u + 1< k <s. Then a term with (i, i) = (u, u) occurs in the expan- 
sion (k)” but not the term with (i, i) = (r, s). Hence the only possible non- 
nilpotent term in ZZ in the expansion (k)” is CA “B “CA 23”. 
Finally suppose s f 1 <k <s + u + 1. Then both (i, i) = (u, u) and (i, j) = 
(r, s) occur in the expansion (k)“, and thus the only possible non-nilpotent 
terms occurring in CX are CA”B”CA’B”,CAWCAY3”. 
Let z=trCA”B”CA’B”. Taking traces in the equation (k)“, we thus get 
tr CA r+u+l~s+o+l=trcBkAl+U+~~S+U+l-k+xk (k=l,2 ,..., s+u+l), 
where 
x,=0 if k<u, 
=X if u+l<k<s, 
=22 if k>s+l. 
NOW, by hypothesis, CAPB9 is nilpotent for 0 G p, 4 <n - 1, and hence 
tr CA r+U+lBs+V+l,O, AlsO 
tr CB kA r+U+lfjs+U+l-k,trABk+lAr+~+lBS+U+l-k 
= trABk+‘A B r+u+l s+o+l-k 
Hence we have the following system of equations; 
(k=1,2,...,s+u+l) 
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Add together all the equations in (*). We get 
s+v+1 
trAB 8+V+zAr+U+l_trABAr+U+lBS+V+l+ x x,=O 
k=l 
[since the term trABk+lAr+utlBs+o+l-k occurring in the kth equation 
cancels with the term _trABk+lA’+“+‘B’+0+‘-(‘+‘) opcwring in the 
(k+l)st equation]. Our hypotheses imply that trCAr+U+lBS+“+l=O and 
hence that trABA'+U+lBS+u+l =trABs+D+2A’+“+1. Hence we find that 
Z ;pr+ ‘xk = 0. But Zs,“,o,+ ’xk = mz, where m = 2(u + 1) + (s - 0). Thus since F 
has characteristic zero, we conclude that z=O. But now the lemma with 
X=A”B”, Y=A’B” implies that 
CA “B “CA ‘B “C = 0, 
contradicting our choice of (r,s). 
Proof of the Theorem when C’#O. As in the case when C2 =O, we can 
reduce to the case where A,B generate M,,(F). Since C is nilpotent of rank 
two and C2 #O, the Jordan form of C is 
J 0 
[ 1 0 0’ 
We may assume C has this form. 
Let OGr,s<n-1. We may write 
A’B”= x y 
[ 1 z w’ 
where X = (x,$ is a 3 x 3 matrix. 
By hypothesis C2A ‘B” is nilpotent and thus xsr = 0. Also, by hypothesis, 
CA 73” is nilpotent, so xzl = xs2 = 0. But then C’A ‘B”C= 0. Now using induc- 
tion, we get C2MC = 0 for all monomials M in A, B, and thus C2Mn(F)C = 0. 
This implies C2 = 0, giving a contradiction. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS. 
(1) Let Eii be the n X n matrix with 1 in the (i, j) position, zeros 
elsewhere. Let A = E,, + E, + . * . + E,, _ In be the companion matrix of xn, 
and let B=E,,,. Then A,B generate the full matrix algebra M,,(F). Let 
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C-AB-BA. Then C=E,,_,,- E,,2. Suppose n > 4. Then C2 = 0. Also BC = 
0 and AiC is nilpotent for i=O,l,..., n-3,n-1 but not for i=n-2. Thus 
hypothesis (2) of the theorem is satisfied for all triples (i, i, I) except the triple 
(n - 2,0,1). This shows that the hypotheses of the theorem are in some sense 
minimal. 
(2) If C has rank 3, Example (3.8) of [4] shows that hypothesis (2) is not 
sufficient for the validity of the theorem if n = 6. 
(3) The proof of the theorem given here works also if the characteristic 
of the field F is greater than 2n. The only point where the restriction on the 
characteristic of F was used was in showing that z = 0 in the final step of the 
proof when C2 = 0. We do not know whether the theorem holds without any 
restriction on the characteristic, but it seems likely that it does. If we 
strengthen hypothesis (2) to include in addition the nilpotency of BfA'C 
(0 < i, i <n - l), the proof goes through if F does not have characteristic two. 
In the final step it suffices to consider only the equation numbered (s + c + 
1)” to get z=O. 
(4) If n=5, then C2 =0 implies that C has rank at most two. The results 
of this paper, when combined with results of Olivia Fagan (to appear), 
complete the solution of the general problem of simultaneous triangulariza- 
tion mentioned in the introduction in the case of 5X5 matrices. The 
problem is solved for 3 X 3 matrices in [3] and for 4 X 4 matrices in [4]. 
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